!
KOSM STAY-IN INFORMATION BROCHURE

SECTION A: PROCEDURE
- KOSM welcomes visitors from all over the world.
- KOSM exclusively facilitates visitors to the Church.
- KOSM provides a weekend stay, a visitor is catered for strictly from Friday to Sunday.
- Total cost for accommodaMon and transportaMon is R 2 500 (This does not include ﬂight costs
as these are the visitor's own arrangements).
- Please be advised that any form of smoking and alcohol consumpMon are strictly prohibited at
the Church premises and lodge provided.

Visitor OrientaMon:
- All our visitors will be welcomed and oriented on a Saturday morning at the Church premises
in Selby, Johannesburg.
- Visitors will be taught on what to expect during a Sunday service when the Spirit of God is
moving.
- Prayer line registraMons will take place where the sickly will get to have one-on-one sessions
with church personnel on the nature of their issue.
- Refreshments will be given to guests aZer the presentaMon session.
- At the end of the presentaMon, all visitors will be transported to the lodge for the rest of the
day. NB: Visitors remain under strict supervision of KOSM unMl visit terminates.

SECTION B: MEDICAL
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Compulsory:
- The sick that are on oxygen therapy should be self-sustained because the Church does not
have supply of oxygen.
- Visitor must be ﬁt to travel.
- Visitor to ensure they have the latest medical documentaMon.
- Visitor to bring along their prescribed medicaMon.

SECTION C: TRAVEL, ACCOMMODATION & COSTS
a. Travel
- KOSM does not assist with acquiring of VISAs, Passports and Flight Tickets, the traveller must
make own arrangements.
- The traveller must ensure that their arrival and departure dates and Mmes are communicated
to the ministry in due course.
- KOSM transportaMon only carries visitors from OR Tambo or Lanseria Airport to the lodge and
the Church, and back.
- KOSM solely provides transportaMon for booked stay-in visitors of the Church.
- A visitor travelling by land must go directly to the lodge (lodge informaMon will be provided).
- KOSM or its personnel cannot help with currency exchange. Do this safely on your own where
provided!
- AccommodaMon and transportaMon must be paid before you travel (bank account details will
be provided ONLY to approved applicaMons).

b. AccommodaMon
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- All stay-in visitors of KOSM will be accommodated strictly at the lodge provided by the
ministry.
- Breakfast, lunch and dinner will be served. NB: No special diet will be catered for.
- Bedding is provided, i.e. blankets, duvets and pillows.
- Bath soaps, bubble baths and towels are also provided.
- Please make your own arrangements i.r.t. requirements for mobile phones and devices.
- At the lodge the visitor will be exposed to the Word and tranquil environment for prayer and
meditaMon. NB: No visitor may leave or receive own visitors at the lodge.
- Breaking rules of the lodge will result in immediate terminaMon of stay, with no liability of any
kind whatsoever to the lodge or Church.

Agreement with all terms and condiMons of visit:

Visitor’s Name & Surname: ___________________________________

Visitor’s Signature

: ___________________________________

Banking Details
Name: Kingdom of Sons Ministries
Account Number: 624 686 93299
Branch: Florida, (Branch Code: 250141)
SwiZ Code: FIRNZAJJ

